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ABSTRACT 

The source of represent bee pollen food and use by the source of protein, carbonhidrat, mineral. 

Besides taking pollen of flower, nectar use take bee by food reserve and the materials especial 

making of honey. Ranch of slippery districk honey bee palace for example, bee look for and 

nectar of pollen from various plan species type which later us as the source food. 

The research aim to know variety of familia bloom plant, knowing honey visit preferensi and 

also know morphology structure variety of pollen at some plant taksa supporter of honey bee 

conducting in ranch of slippery district honey bee palace sub province of Banyuwangi, East Java. 

Plant research with conducted become the source of honey bee food to certain in ranch of 

slippery district honey bee palace, continued with in take flower to be sample made pollen 

preparat and perception nectar of content at flower. Pollen of perception conducted in biological 

laboratory of campus III University of Muhammadiyah Malang. The after in here to make pollen 

preparat with conducted of acetolysis fresh method perception and perceived parameter to cover 

from size measure, amount of apertura, aperture of type, pollen of item surface and pollen of 

colour.  

The research of result honey bee visit preferensi that be visit to 18 species of plant which 

included in 10 familia. The frequency to be visit each species difference, this matter because 

some factor flower colour. The perception of conducted pollen with parameter a few to analyse 

cluster with use of program Clad ’97 address that value of dissimilarity or of unegual between 

structure of pollen species have index 0,84 or in the form of percentage by index 84%. The 

species while what over flows index in every parameter perceived is 0,005. at value have which 

between standarisasi 0- . Inferential that honey bee visit crop in ranch of slippery honey bee 

district palace do not only at just certain of pollen structure, but with structure of pollen which 

vary.  

 


